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ABSTRACT: We present a molecular dynamics simulation
method for the computation of the solubility of organic crystals
in solution. The solubility is calculated based on the equilibrium
free energy diﬀerence between the solvated solute and its
crystallized state at the crystal surface kink site. To eﬃciently
sample the growth and dissolution process, we have carried out
well-tempered metadynamics simulations with a collective variable
that captures the slow degrees of freedom, namely, the solute
diﬀusion to and adsorption at the kink site together with the
desolvation of the kink site. Simulations were performed at
diﬀerent solution concentrations using constant chemical potential
molecular dynamics, and the solubility was identiﬁed at the
concentration at which the free energy values between the grown
and dissolved kink states were equal. The eﬀectiveness of this method is demonstrated by its success in reproducing the experimental
trends of solubility of urea and naphthalene in a variety of solvents.

■

INTRODUCTION
Molecular solubility is a crucial indicator of functionality in
pharmaceutical drugs. Not only does it dictate the driving force
for crystallization of drugs in their puriﬁcation process, but it
also dictates their bio-availability in the body upon their intake.
To date, determining the solubility of candidate drug
molecules has been primarily done using experiments.
However, experiments often are time-consuming and for
some systems expensive and tedious. Given these deﬁciencies,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been deemed to
be a potentially useful tool for predicting the solubilities of
candidate drug molecules and hence providing guidance in
screening processes.
In approaches involving MD simulations, there are two
major ways to extract the solubility for a two-phase crystalliquid system: either indirectly through thermodynamic cycles,
where the solubility is obtained by the combination of
individual simulations of the crystallized and ﬂuid phases,1−6
or through direct coexistence simulations, where the crystal
surface is exposed to the solution to sample growth and
dissolution events.7−10 Although direct coexistence simulations
are conceptually a more straightforward approach compared to
thermodynamic cycles, they suﬀer from a time scale limitation.
Namely, the time scale required to obtain suﬃcient statistics
for the estimation of the solubility of a given system is
considerably longer than the time scale which can be simulated
with present-day computational capabilities.7−9 To overcome
this limitation in the context of crystallization, enhanced
sampling was introduced with considerable success to study
© 2021 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

layered growth and homogeneous nucleation of small organic
molecules in solution.11−13 Here, we shall follow this approach
with the aim of calculating the solubilities for given solute−
solvent systems.
We focus on the growth and dissolution process of solute
molecules at kink sites, which are sites that are located at the
ends of unﬁnished molecule rows of crystal surface edges.14−16
The study of kink site growth and dissolution allows us to
extract the free energy diﬀerence between a solute molecule in
the state of the crystal and its dissolved state in solution, while
excluding surface free energy diﬀerences. It is also a natural
choice, because at solution concentrations around solubility,
growth and dissolution at these sites is the rate-limiting
crystallization step;17,18 by modeling and simulating it, we are
therefore able to extract the solubility. Figure 1a illustrates the
crystal surface exposing a kink site to the solution, showing on
the left the dissolved kink site (state A) and on the right the
crystallized kink site (state B). The cubes indicate growth units
(solute molecules), whereby the growth unit undergoing the
phase transition is colored in red. As the kink site grows by one
growth unit, the free energy of the system changes by the
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the crystal surface with an unﬁnished layer comprising a kink site; the growth units are shown as cubes. The cube with red
contours indicates a growth unit which is either dissolved in solution (state A) or incorporated into the kink site (state B). Growth units at the
surface are colored in green for terraces, violet for edges, and red for kink sites. (b) Corresponding scheme of the free energy proﬁle along the
reaction coordinate, s, which describes appropriately the two states A and B separated by transition state ‡. The energy diﬀerence between the
grown and dissolved states, ΔF = FB − FA, deﬁnes whether the solution is undersaturated, ΔF > 0, at solubility, ΔF = 0, or supersaturated, ΔF < 0.

constructed as a function of these CVs, with the aim to
discourage frequently visited states and encourage the system
to overcome free energy barriers.
For a kink site to grow, a solute molecule needs to diﬀuse to
and adsorb at the kink site. During the adsorption event, the
solute and kink site need to undergo partial desolvation. Both
diﬀusion and adsorption are often rate-limiting.20 In the
following, we systematically deﬁne a set of functions that are
used to describe each of these phenomena.
To describe the solute diﬀusion and its adsorption and
desorption at the kink site, we deﬁne the following function

energy diﬀerence between that corresponding to having the
growth unit incorporated in the crystal lattice and that
corresponding to the growth unit dissolved in solution. The
surface free energy remains constant in this process, since the
kink growth regenerates a new kink site and therefore preserves
the number of crystalline growth units at edges, kinks, or in
terraces as illustrated in Figure 1a.
The corresponding scheme of the free energy surface, F(s),
of the kink growth process is shown in Figure 1b, where s
corresponds to a reaction coordinate that captures the
dissolved (A) or crystalline (B) kink site states. The symbol
‡ labels the transition state, which being a local maximum in
energy indicates that growth and dissolution are activated
processes. The energy diﬀerence between the two states, ΔF =
FB − FA, for a given solute mole fraction deﬁnes whether the
solution is undersaturated, ΔF > 0, at solubility, ΔF = 0, or
supersaturated, ΔF < 0.18−21
The growth and dissolution of molecules at the kink site is
enhanced through well-tempered metadynamics (WTMetaD).22 For this work, we have developed a collective variable
(CV), which captures the slow degrees of freedom for the kink
site growth. The biased simulations allow us to obtain
suﬃcient number of crossings between the states of grown
and dissolved kink site to be able to resolve the diﬀerence in
free energies for the diﬀerent solution concentrations, which
further allows us to identify the solubility with remarkable
accuracy.
As the kink site grows, the solution is depleted, which is
especially signiﬁcant for low solution concentrations. To
prevent solution depletion, the solute concentration in the
region adjacent to the crystal surface is kept constant using the
constant chemical potential molecular dynamics (CμMD)
method developed by Perego et al.23
The methodology presented here is applied to two organic
species, namely, urea and naphthalene. Particularly, we aim at
predicting the solubility of these species in diﬀerent solvents to
capture the trends observed in experiments.
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which is composed of sums of Gaussian-like bell curves
summed over each solute molecule i in solution or at the
biased kink site. Vectors ri and rk correspond to the positions
of solute molecule i and of kink site, respectively; σs is the
variance of the Gaussian function. Figure 2 shows the contour
lines of ss (in red) at the biased kink site of the unﬁnished layer
of urea projected along all three spatial directions. By an
appropriate choice of σs, the nonzero function values of ss
extend into the liquid phase. This allows us, by applying bias,
to push solute molecules from the liquid toward the kink site
and vice versa, enhancing diﬀusion as well as adsorption and
desorption.
To describe the solvent’s desorption and adsorption at the
kink site, we introduce a function with the same functional
form as ss
ss =
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where we sum over all solvent molecules j. Vector rj
corresponds to the position of solvent molecule j. The bell
curve width σl is chosen such that sl possesses nonzero values
only at the solvent’s adsorption site at the kink. Joswiak et al.
reported a similar function to sl used in their enhanced
sampling simulations for water desorption and adsorption at
kink sites of a rock salt.26,27 In contrast to the referenced work,
we employ this functional form for both the solute and the
solvent.
The CV, sb, used for the WTMetaD simulations in this work
is a function of ss and sl

■

COLLECTIVE VARIABLES (CVS)
CV for Enhanced Kink Growth Simulations. To
overcome the time scale limitation of kink site growth, we
use enhanced sampling with the WTMetaD method. An
integral part of a CV-based enhanced sampling method like
WTMetaD is the appropriate choice of CVs; they are functions
of atomic coordinates and embed the system’s slow degrees of
freedom.24,25 In WTMetaD, a time-dependent bias potential is

χ

s b = ws(ssχs1 + ssχs2) + wls l l
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histogram of the molecule centers of the unﬁnished layer for
the case of urea. Note that we should not alter the natural
lattice vibrations of the crystalline molecules by applying the
harmonic potential. This is achieved by setting the parameters
of sst such that its potential only counteracts the molecule’s
motion out of its lattice position. The amplitudes of the natural
lattice vibrations are known from unconstrained simulations.
Crystallinity CV. The biased CV, sb, discussed in the CV
for Enhanced Kink Growth Simulations section does not
suﬃce to deﬁne the kink site crystallinity since it lacks
information about the solute molecule’s orientational ordering.
To account for this, we have introduced a pair of CVs, sc1 and
sc2, deﬁned using the logistic function as follows
scj =

ij

∑ jjjjj1 −
i

k

(j = 1, 2)

yz
1
zz,
z
1 + exp( −σc(|rcj , i− rc̅ j| − dc)) zz
{

(4)

These CVs discriminate whether the atom positions rc1,i and
rc2,i of solute molecule i at the kink site are at their concordant
crystal lattice positions, namely, rc̅ 1 and rc̅ 2. Using two
appropriate atom positions allows taking into account the
molecule’s orientation at the kink site as well, as requested.
Moreover, dc is the position of the logistic function’s step and
is set roughly at the distance between the crystalline lattice
position and the kink growth region of transition, i.e., the
region where the biased kink site is neither fully dissolved nor
fully crystalline. σc is the steepness of the step and is chosen so
as the values of the switching function, which are larger than 0
but smaller than 1, correspond roughly to the molecule’s
positions that are contained within the region of transition. For
sc1 and sc2, values around 0 correspond to a fully dissolved
biased kink site while values around 1 correspond to a
crystalline biased kink site (see the SI for further details).

Figure 2. Histogram of urea carbon atom positions (yellow dots) of
the unﬁnished layer sampled from 100 000 time frames (100 ns of
simulation) projected along all three spatial directions. The red
contour lines correspond to the Gaussian-like function, ss, which is a
part of the biased CV, sb. ss is introduced to accelerate the solute
diﬀusion and adsorption/desorption in the biased simulations. The
blue contour lines correspond to the surface structure CV, sst, through
which a harmonic potential is introduced to prevent the dissolution of
the unﬁnished layer.

■

where ws and wl are scalar weights that are obtained by
harmonic linear discriminant analysis.28−31 To improve the
WTMetaD sampling performance, ss is potentiated through
positive scalar exponents χs1 < 1 and χs2 > 1. This variable
transformation helps us to map the corresponding free energy
surface F: ss → sχs s1 + sχs s2 into a function with wider local
minima, which otherwise would be too narrow for eﬃcient bias
deposition performance. Also sl is transformed similarly, so as
the mapping of the free energy surface F: sl → sχl l leads to a
wider well of the local energy minimum at sl = 0. These
transformations follow the approach utilized earlier.32,33
It is worth noting that sb does not take into account the
reorientation of the solute at the kink site, which might be a
further rate-limiting step for organic molecules exhibiting a
more complex structure.34
Surface Structure CV. While growing the kink sites that
are present in an unﬁnished layer, it is likely that some of the
crystalline molecules of the unﬁnished layer dissolve. This
might lead to undesired diﬃculties in the sampling of growth
and dissolution events at the kink site.
To prevent such dissolution, a harmonic potential is
introduced. This potential is deﬁned as a function of a surface
structure CV, sst, whose value for each molecule is 1 if the
molecule in the unﬁnished layer is in a lattice position or 0
otherwise [see the Supporting Information (SI) for further
details]. In this way, sst counts the total number of molecules in
the unﬁnished layer. Figure 2 shows the contour lines of sst
projected along all three spatial directions together with the

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Force Fields. The general AMBER force ﬁeld (GAFF)35,36
with full atomistic description was used for all molecular
species considered in this work. The force ﬁeld parameters of
naphthalene are reported in a previous paper. 32 For
naphthalene, the electrostatic potential was calculated using
Gaussian 0937 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level and the atom
partial charges were ﬁtted with the restrained electrostatic
potential method.38,39 The force ﬁeld parameters of all other
molecules studied in this work were taken from the literature.40
Simulation Runs. The simulations were performed with
Gromacs 2016.541−45 patched with a private version of Plumed
2.5.0.46 The temperature was kept constant with the velocity
rescaling algorithm.47 The nonbonded electrostatic interactions cutoﬀ was set to 1 nm. For the long-range electrostatics,
the Ewald particle mesh algorithm48 was used. To run
simulations at an integration time step of 0.002 ps, the
LINCS algorithm was used to constrain the hydrogen
bonds.44,49
Kink growth simulations were performed for urea polymorph I50 grown from acetonitrile, ethanol, and methanol
solutions, as well as for naphthalene polymorph I51 grown from
ethanol and toluene solutions. Urea simulations were run at
300 K, while naphthalene simulations were run at 280 K, in
accordance with our previous work.32 For both solutes, the
slowest growing face was exposed to the solution. Both solutes
exhibit the same slowest growing face in all solvents
5200
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considered, namely, face {110} in the case of urea11 and face
{001̅} in the case of naphthalene.52,53 The unﬁnished layer was
cut along the slowest growing edge, i.e., for urea along the
[001] direction and for naphthalene along the [010] direction.
For each simulation setup, one edge of the surface comprises
an unﬁnished row and the biased kink site. The simulation box
equilibration procedure54 to obtain the initial conﬁgurations is
reported in the SI. The visualizations55 of the simulation setups
are shown in Figure 3 for the cases of naphthalene and urea,
each grown from an ethanol solution.

Article

rithm.23,32,56−58 The CV sb was biased through WTMetaD.
The WTMetaD Gaussian bias deposition was switched oﬀ after
300 ns to increase the convergence performance. All parameter
values and further details can be found in the SI.

■

RESULTS
To compute the solubilities of the diﬀerent systems, we
employed WTMetaD to accelerate the growth and dissolution
of the solute molecules from kink sites. Using WTMetaD, we
sample the free energy diﬀerence between the grown and
dissolved states, ΔF, thereby allowing us to obtain the
solubility values corresponding to the solute mole fraction of
the system when ΔF = 0.
A typical time evolution of the biased CV, sb, is shown in
Figure 4 for the case of urea face {110} exposed to an
acetonitrile solution at a solute mole fraction of x = 0.0018.
One can clearly see that through the WTMetaD bias, many
growth and dissolution events at the kink site are obtained for
a simulation time of 1 μs. This is in sharp contrast to an
unbiased simulation, where only a few growth or dissolution
events would be observed within the same simulation time
interval. Figure 4b shows representative visualizations of the
dissolved and grown kink site states.
Although sb is a potent CV for enhancing the growth and
dissolution of kink sites, it does not capture the crystallinity of
the kink site, which is necessary to compute ΔF. Therefore, we
reweigh the results using the approach of Tiwary et al.59 with
the aforementioned crystallinity CVs, sc1, and sc2. For urea, we
take the carbon and oxygen atoms as reference for sc1 and sc2.
For naphthalene, we take the centers of the two outermost
carbon atom pairs along the naphthalene’s long axis as
reference (see the SI for details). The ﬁrst 300 ns of the
simulation was used to construct the WTMetaD bias potential.
After the ﬁrst 300 ns, the Gaussian bias deposition was stopped
to continue the simulation with a static bias. Only the parts of
the simulation with a static bias were used for the reweighing.
The corresponding reweighed free energy surface at t = 1 μs is
shown in Figure 5a, from which the energy diﬀerence between
the crystallized and dissolved kink site states, ΔF = FB − FA, is
obtained. Figure 5b shows the time evolution of the reweighed
ΔF for ﬁve diﬀerent mole fractions. ΔF converges in all cases at
t ≈ 700 ns.
From the sampling of ΔF for diﬀerent mole fractions, one
* , through interpolation.
can obtain the predicted solubility, xsim
The graphs in Figure 6 show the results for all sampled ΔF
series of urea grown in acetonitrile, ethanol, methanol, and
naphthalene grown in ethanol and toluene (circles). The
corresponding experimental solubilities reported in the
literature60−63 are also shown for comparison (asterisks). We
approximate the correlation between ΔF and x as linear within
the sampled mole fraction ranges. The graphs show the linear
regression for each solvent’s ΔF series together with the lower
and upper bound determined by the corresponding standard
deviation. We locate x*sim where the linear regression intersects
the horizontal axis, i.e., ΔF = 0. The numerical values of the
predicted solubility values are listed in Table 1 together with
the experimental values.
The comparison between simulations and experiments
clearly shows that in all cases, the simulations predict the
order of magnitude of the values of solubility correctly.
Moreover, for both urea and naphthalene, the solubility trends
in the diﬀerent solvents are predicted correctly as well.

Figure 3. Visualizations of the kink growth simulation setups for (a)
naphthalene grown in ethanol and (b) urea grown in ethanol. The
biased kink site is located in the center of the upper surface layer. The
bulk crystal molecules are colored in blue, and the unﬁnished layer
molecules are colored in orange. The atoms of the molecules in
solution are colored in black for carbon, red for oxygen, and green for
nitrogen. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Ethanol molecules are
shown in faded colors.

Small displacements of the crystal can occur during the
simulations, which can aﬀect the localization protocol of the
biased kink site. To avoid such displacements, the movement
of the bulk crystal’s center of mass was constrained in all three
spatial directions by means of a harmonic potential.
All simulations were run for at least 750 ns. The solution
concentration was kept constant with the CμMD algo5201
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Figure 4. (a) Biased CV, sb, in dependence of time, t, for urea grown from acetonitrile at a mole fraction of x = 0.0018. The regions of the dissolved
and grown kink site are shaded in blue and violet, respectively. Since we are using negative numbers for weights of the solvent adsorption/
desorption, sb exhibits negative values for the dissolved kink site states. (b) Representative visualizations of the dissolved (left) and grown (right)
kink site. The biased kink site is located in the center of each frame. The same color code was used as in Figure 3. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity.
Acetonitrile molecules are shown in faded colors.

Figure 5. (a) Free energy surface in dependence of the crystallinity CVs, sc1 and sc2, for the case of urea grown from acetonitrile solution at a mole
fraction of x = 0.0018. The diﬀerence in energy of the grown kink site, FB, and dissolved kink site, FA, provides ΔF. (b) Time evolution of ΔF for
ﬁve diﬀerent mole fractions of urea in acetonitrile.

More speciﬁcally for urea, the solubility in ethanol and
methanol is underestimated while that in acetonitrile is
predicted exactly. We know from previous studies that the
calculated force ﬁeld melting point, Tm
sim ≈ 420 K, is above its
12,64
This indicates that
experimental counterpart, Tm
exp = 406 K.
the cohesive energy between the urea molecules described by
the empirical potential is larger than the actual one and it
further implies that the release of urea molecules from the
crystal surface is less easy than in reality. The solubility of urea
in the alcohols is therefore underestimated. Nevertheless, in
the case of the urea solubility in acetonitrile, this eﬀect is
compensated by the force ﬁelds’ overemphasis of the solute−
solvent interactions through the amine (urea) and nitrile
(acetonitrile) functional groups.
Contrarily, in the case of naphthalene, the force ﬁeld’s
m
≈ 328 K, is below the
calculated melting point, Tsim
m
experimental one, Texp = 353 K. Thus, for naphthalene, the
lower cohesive force results in facile dissolution of crystalline
naphthalene molecules in the solvents and thereby in an
overestimated solubility. The large deviation of solubility of
naphthalene in ethanol is due to the force ﬁeld’s underemphasis of solute−solute interactions. While in the case of

toluene, the smaller discrepancy in solubility between
simulation and experiment can be anticipated based on the
underestimation of the solute−solvent interactions mediated
by the underemphasis of the π−π stacking interactions
between their aromatic moieties.
For urea and naphthalene, it suﬃces to sample only one kink
site to obtain the solubility, since the chemical environment
upon the growth of one molecule along the chosen edge does
not change in terms of crystal surface energy. For molecules
with more complex growth units such as dimers, one has to
sample the growth and dissolution of each subunit at the
particular kink site to obtain the solubility by averaging the
energy diﬀerence between dissolved and crystalline states over
all of these sites.34,65
It is important to underline that the simulation method used
in this work allowed us to obtain converged values of ΔF for
mole fractions as low as x = 0.0018, i.e., corresponding to a
mass fraction of w = 0.006, as demonstrated for the case of
urea in acetonitrile. As a consequence, this simulation setup
can extract the solubility in the relevant concentration range
for small real-life drug intermediates and APIs. For
combinations of solute and solvent, where the solubility is
5202
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Figure 6. Sampled ΔF in dependence of mole fraction x (circles) in comparison to experimental solubilities (asterisks): (a) results for urea grown
from acetonitrile (green), ethanol (blue), and methanol (red); (b) naphthalene grown from ethanol (blue) and toluene (violet). The straight lines
correspond to linear ﬁts of the sampled ΔF, and the dashed lines correspond to standard deviations. The simulated solubilities are obtained from
interpolation of the linear ﬁt at ΔF = 0.

Table 1. Predicted Solubilities, xsim
* , Compared to Experimental Solubilities, xexp
* a
urea
xsim
*
x*exp60−63

naphthalene

MeCN

EtOH

MeOH

EtOH

MePh

0.0033(4)
0.0037

0.0228(20)
0.0429

0.0633(45)
0.1140

0.0552(55)
0.0213

0.2143(79)
0.183

a

The simulations were performed at 1 bar and 300 K for urea and at 280 K for naphthalene.

estimated, as for naphthalene, whose force ﬁeld’s melting
temperature is too low in comparison to experiments (solute−
solute interactions are underemphasized). It is worth noting
that also the solute−solvent interactions play a similarly
important role and can either reinforce or compensate the
eﬀect of the solute−solute interactions described above. In the
case of urea in acetonitrile, both the solute−solvent
interactions and the solute−solute interactions are overestimated, thus leading to a compensating eﬀect and an
estimated solubility value close to the experimental one. In the
case of naphthalene in toluene, the solute−solvent interactions
and solute−solute interactions are both underestimated, hence
leading again to a solubility prediction close to the
experimental value. Such compensating eﬀect is not present
in the case of the other combinations of solute and solvent
studied in this work.
Naturally, here, we obtain the solubility of the force ﬁeld.
However, with the rapid advance of machine learning-based
force ﬁelds, which can represent the atomistic properties to ab
initio accuracy,66 it is reasonable to expect that in the near
future, the presented method will be able to compute solubility
signiﬁcantly closer to its experimental counterpart.
We anticipate that an extension of the setup used here will
allow also the calculation of the activation energies of kink
growth, which can be important for the estimation of reliable
parameters of spiral growth models.

lower than a mass fraction of roughly w = 0.01, such a setup
cannot be used to estimate solubility. It is also worth noting
that in these cases the species is considered to be insoluble as
far as the design of a crystallization process in the
pharmaceutical industry is concerned.

■

CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new approach to predict the solubility of
organic molecular crystals in a variety of solvents using
molecular dynamics. The approach samples energy diﬀerences
between grown and dissolved kink site states at controlled
solution concentrations.23 To achieve suﬃcient sampling
performance of the growth and dissolution events, welltempered metadynamics was used through a collective variable
that has been developed as a part of this work. The collective
variable addresses all relevant slow degrees of freedom of the
kink growth process, namely, the solute diﬀusion to and
adsorption/desorption at the kink site as well as the solvent
desorption/adsorption at the kink site.
We have shown that using General Amber Force Fields for
urea crystals grown in acetonitrile, ethanol, and methanol
solutions and for naphthalene crystals grown in ethanol and
toluene solutions, the computed solubility values exhibit the
correct order of magnitude and the correct trends in the
diﬀerent solvents compared with experimental measurements.
The deviation of the melting point of the force ﬁeld from its
experimental counterpart allows us to predict whether in the
simulations the solubility will be rather underestimated, as for
urea, whose force ﬁeld’s melting temperature is too high
(solute−solute interactions are overemphasized), or over-

■
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